Underscore Definition of Underscore by Merriam Webster Verb These failures underscore the difficulty of what
we re attempting to do The President s visit underscores the administration s commitment to free trade She
underscored the most important points. Underscore Wikipedia The symbol underscore _ , also called underline, low
line or low dash, is a character that originally appeared on the typewriter and was primarily used to underline
words. Underscore Define Underscore at Dictionary noun a line drawn beneath something written or printed music
for a film soundtrack background for a film or stage production. What is an Underscore Computer Hope To create
an underscore on a smartphone or tablet, open the keyboard, access the numbers keys, and then access the or
symbols sym section Press your finger on the _ key What is an underscore used for on a computer The underscore
is commonly used as an alternative to the space key when a space is not Underscore dictionary definition
underscore defined underscore definition The definition of an underscore is an underline drawn under a word to
emphasize it noun An underline underneath a word for emphasis is an example of an underscore Definitions
underscore underscore Use underscore in a sentence. underscore npm Underscore.js is a utility belt library for
JavaScript that provides support for the usual functional suspects each, map, reduce, filter without extending any
core JavaScript objects Underscore definition of underscore by The Free Dictionary The centuries old blood feud
that permeates everyone s consciousness is not investigated enough in Nanin s adaptation to fully understand the
fierce emotions that underscore the attitudes and actions of the groom s Mother played with a hypnotic, controlled
fury by Irene De Bari and the Groom s land hungry Father Jade Hykush. Underscores Define Underscores at
Dictionary See synonyms for underscore on Thesaurus verb used with object , underscored, underscoring to mark
with a line or lines underneath underline, as for emphasis. How to Type an Underscore Techwalla Typing an
underscore is an essential skill for a wide range of situations, and thankfully, it s an easy one to pick up
Underscores are often used in URLs and email addresses but rarely come up in ordinary text. Underscores A Starter
Theme for WordPress What is Underscores Hi I m a starter theme called _s, or underscores, if you like.I m a theme
meant for hacking so don t use me as a Parent Theme Instead try turning me into the next, most awesome,
WordPress theme out there. underscore Dictionary Definition Vocabulary Literally, underscore means to underline,
or draw a line beneath a word to emphasize it In common speech, to underscore something is to call attention to it
If a worker sustained an injury on the job, for instance, the event would underscore the need for workplace safety.
Underscores definition of underscores by The Free Dictionary Although Nash underscores that pluralistic dialogue
can begin, if unbounded, in the classroom or counseling office or coffee house, campus ministers find that campus
ministry is an ideal place of hospitality where dialogue can happen about what truly matters to students their
heartfelt search for religious and spiritual meaning. underscore Definition of underscore in English by Oxford
Definition of underscore a line drawn under a word or phrase for emphasis. Underscore Projects Our projects have
spanned a broad spectrum of application and problem domains, from software product design to business
development.

